Java Guru
Mind Stone
So, what do you think is easier? 
Thanos collecting the mind stone off Vision’s head after it was destroyed by Wanda or You successfully compiling a Java code in the first try.

How is that comparison even valid? 
Thanos just went back in time and took the Mind stone like it was nothing, he did not sit in a computer lab correcting multiple syntax errors, right?

Well, here is a chance for all you AVENGERS freaks and JAVA coders to decide once and for all...

Mind vs the Mind Stone

ROUND 1

(TChalla on the radio): Shuri, you have 15 minutes to destroy the mind stone before Thanos reaches you, can you do that? We can’t hold him mu....

ATTENTION ALL OF YOU OUT THERE, You heard the King, you have 15 minutes to dismantle the stone before Thanos comes there and takes it. It’s all in your hands now. Now how can you’ll do that?

We’ve got you covered.

• This is an individual round, so you’ll have to save the World all alone.
• There are three kinds of obstacles that you will face in this round:
  ♦ MCQs
  ♦ Riddles
  ♦ Predict The Output
• A correct answer will give you 2 points each and the key to the next round and every wrong answer will deduct 1 point and will take you away. And believe me, you want to see what lies on that side of the door.
• There might be bonus questions where there can be more than one answer and you will get points for both of them but I personally would not trust that.
• Only 20 of the finest Avengers will be selected for the next round. Not everyone will get to fight against Thanos so better give it your best.

ROUND 2

Avengers .............. Assemble.
We have lost the stone to Thanos in the Battle of Wakanda. We have to retrieve it back and make things as they were and we have to do it "Whatever It Takes".

In this round, we will find the Tony Stark to your Steve Rogers, because you have to do this as a team. But, not together. Only one of you can code at a time and also one person cannot code for two continuous questions.

This may seem like a race against time but this will be a race against the Iron Mans and Captain Americas of parallel universes.

♦ Year 2012: Battle of New York

Alright Cap, we can't go out in the open to get the Scepter from Loki, we'll have to go "under cover" so no one can spot us.

Participants will have to code this problem while the screen is covered. You cannot see the screen till its completed which cannot be changed later. The participants will be given points on the basis of how fast they do it and the efficiency of the code.
Year 1970 : Back to the Past

We might have passed 2012 but can you find the Scepter back in 1970. Find the Scepter as soon as you can and get out of there! In this problem participants will have to deal with the past that will change the timeline. (Beware Avengers, you might be greeted by a Howard Stark or a Peggy Carter)

Year 2015 : Battle of Sokovia

"Is that the best you can do?"

Yes, we had to ask. C'mon agents, you're half way there. This round will be more tedious as you'll have to deal with a lot of data coming towards you. It's All of You Vs All of Us.

ROUND 3

"Thanos did, what he said he was gonna do. He wiped out 50 percent of all you participants"

Participants, we're in the ENDGAME now. This is the most crucial round that you will have to face! The Mind Stone is with us, but we cannot use it directly. We will have to do is create Vision who will possess it’s powers. Vision was made by Tony by uploading his Jarvis AI into the synthetic body of Ultron to carry the mind stone.

Participants will be given two parts and a theme and they will have to construct a code that will use the functionality of these three to make that one Ultimate Java Code!

Whatever happens, remember 'Part of the journey is the end'.
TIE BREAKER

Thanos: “Rain Fire!”
Corvus: "But sire, our troops"

JUST DO IT!!

The participants will be rained with questions which they will have to type and run as soon as they can! There can only be ONE survivor.

RULES

- This is an individual event. Teams might be made solely on qualification.
- Participants are not allowed to bring any media devices such as pen drives, CD, DVD etc. Cell phones must be switched off.
- Any violation of rules will lead to disqualification.
- Apart from these rules, additional rules will be disclosed on the spot.
- All other details and further explanation about the event will be disclosed on the spot.
- The points of one round may not affect the other, they are limited to that round only.
- The winner will be selected purely on the basis of the performance of participant in the 3rd round.
- The decision of the organizers is final and binding.

No cheating would be tolerated, obviously because Stan Lee won’t like it.

For clarification of queries or more information, Contact us:

Tanmay Joshi (Event Head)
Contact details :- 9820108473

Saylee Khetale (Event Head)
Contact details :- 7276670556